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Abstract. The supply chain management is planning, implementation and effective control of supply
chain operations considered as a key factor for the competitiveness of the organizations. To make these
targets, four management strategies of lean, agile, resilient and green have been separately proposed.
Recently, studies have been performed with a consideration of these four strategies simultaneously
named LARG (Lean, Agile, Resilient and Green). However, due to the novelty of this subject, the
mathematical modeling of SCND (Supply Chain Network Design) has not been addressed in LARG
strategy. SCND is one of the most essential parts of supply chain management that strategic decisions
of it have heavily effects in both overall and partial applicability of the supply chain. The goal of this
paper is to design a closed loop supply chain network considering LARG strategy using multi-objective
modeling with uncertain demand. The objective functions are total profit, customer satisfaction and
total pollution. The model is formulated to determine which facility sites should be selected (strategic
decisions), and find out the optimal number of parts and products in the network (tactical decisions).
Finally, a real industrial case study is provided to illustrate the performance and applicability of the
LARG strategy in SCND in practice.
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1. Introduction

Lean, agile, resilient and green strategies have been introduced and used in supply chain man-
agement [2]. The lean strategy aims to reduce operational costs. To this end, it possibly
conflicts with the green strategy, which aims to reduce ecological impact on the industry activ-
ities thus potentially adding operational costs and inflexible operations. Further, green firms
focus on long-term strategic supplier alliances and integrating their work into one or fewer
suppliers, resulting in a smaller supply base. Conversely, resilient supply chains count on al-
ternative sourcing and alternative transportation to respond to unexpected negative events.
This reduces the promptitude with which customer needs can be addressed. This objective also
possibly quarrels with the agile strategy, which aims to respond quicker to customer needs.

Literature review shows that most of the researches have only studied one of the strategies or
the combination of two or three strategies up to now [12]. Considering four different strategies in
supply chain management synchronicity, is quite important, but it is a challenging issue due to
the fact that each of these strategies has different methods and ways to improve the performance
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of the chain. As a strategy, the lean strategy is based on cost reduction and flexibility, and
is focused on eliminating and identifying the various sources of waste [2]. The agile strategy
refers to flexible and timely actions in response to the rapid change environments [15]. The
green strategy focuses primarily on consolidating environmental awareness into management
practices [18]. The resilient strategy considers the effects of external factors on the supply
chain and focuses on sustaining the supply chain during critical situations [6].

In other example, lean desires to minimize the level of inventory to almost zero, since it is
highly dependent on Just-In-Time (JIT) inventory management. The agile and resilient strate-
gies suggest adequate safety stock levels to respond effectively to the change in demands. In
fact, the capacity surplus lets the supply chain manager to answer the unpredictable happen-
ings in costumer’s demands yet it doesn’t mean that the supply chain must have a very high
capacity surplus as it is unacceptable in terms of cost and function [5].

The agile strategy reckons on mass customization as a manufacturing planning in order to
respond to market requirements. Conversely, the resilience strategy punctuates minimal batch
sizes and capacity redundancies to respond to market uncertainty in a similar way to the agile
strategy. The agile strategy, however, takes advantage of changes, while the resilience strategy
focuses only on the negative events of the business environment that lead failure. Additionally,
the lean strategy endeavors to maintain a high average utilization rate by using the pull system
as a manufacturing planning. The green strategy focuses on manufacturing capabilities to
effectively combine reusable/remanufactured components.

These four strategies, besides having negative effects on some methods, are compatible and
positively effective on the other methods [4]. For instance, increasing the integration level of the
chain, reducing the production delays, transportation time, increasing the informing frequency
in the chain are the common methods of the mentioned strategies. Therefore, in addition to
the necessity of having all four strategies for supply chain management, the managers need to
achieve a balance between the available methods and strategies. Simultaneously considering all
these four strategies has led to a new strategy known as LARG strategy. The LARG strategy
can be considered as models of thinking within modern management strategies in the supply
chain context that aims to address and manage the entire supply chain members and urges to
achieve sustainable businesses and a competitive advantage.

It is obvious that each strategy considers a different aspect of the supply chain, while us-
ing LARG supply chain management approach can combine the methods of all the mentioned
strategies simultaneously and it can be used to improve the effectiveness, function and compe-
tition in supply chain management to survive in dynamic and diverse markets [17]. Carvalho
et al. [5] provided a conceptual model for stating the differences and similarities of these four
management strategies to reach a more competitive and sustainable supply chain. They have
introduced three main criteria for evaluation: service level, preparation time and cost. At the
end, they showed the effects of each management strategy on these criteria. Azevedo et al. [2]
have also suggested a conceptual model to improve the operational, economic and environmen-
tal function of supply chains according to methods and activities of lean, agile, resilient and
green strategies. They suggested examination of the LARG combination approach as a suitable
strategy to improve the function of supply chain experimentally. Maleki and Cruz Machado [12]
introduced an approach for integration of lean, agile, resilient, and green strategies according
to the values of the customer in car industry via analyzing busy networks. They categorized
the guidance of LARG strategy according to the methods of production, assembling, and logis-
tic and then generalized it to six customers’ values (quality, cost, environment consideration,
knowledge, customization and time). The results of this research are important for the supply
chain members.

Cabral et al. [4] used key decision making method of Analytical Network Process (ANP)
to prioritize the function of the supply chain and lean, agile, resilient and green strategies
according to four key indicators of function: service level, cost, time and quality. This research
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has studied the supply chain of Volkswagen but because of using network analysis process
method, the number of clusters are too much. Cabrita et al. [15] studied combining LARG and
BMC (Business Model Concave) principles. The literature on this subject shows that there is
a deep gap between these two scopes. This research helps the discussion of creating an ideal
business model compatible with LARG strategy.

Suifan et al. [16] propose an integrated multi-criteria decision method to analyze trade-offs
among lean, agile, resilient and green paradigms in supply chain management associated with
competitive priorities. They employ the entropy method to derive the alternative weights of
the evaluation criteria, and then use TOSIS technique to rank feasible alternatives in order of
preference, and finally measure trade-offs among the conflicting objectives. They identify the
trade-offs in the Jordan pharmaceutical supply chains by an empirical study approach.

Amjad et al. [1] study the possibility of collaboration between elements of LARG manufac-
turing with aspects of industry 4.0 . They discovered that LARG elements can be combined with
various aspects of industry 4.0 to provide operational, environmental and economic benefits.

To summarize, the focus on LARG scope researches has been on conceptual models and
evaluation for choosing the best strategy and lack of modeling and network design in this area
is sensible. One of the perfect models of closed loop supply chain network design has been
suggested by Mohammadzadeh et al. [14]. They suggested a two-step model for closed loop
supply chain in which demand is uncertain. In the first step, they discussed on evaluation and
ranking suppliers and in the next step the closed loop supply chain is expanded.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, methodology and math-
ematical modeling is presented. In Section 3 the proposed model is tested and validated in a
real–life case study. Finally, conclusions and future studies are drawn in Section 4.

2. Methodology and mathematical modeling

2.1. Discussion

Studying the literature indicated that some methods of the four strategies are common, such
as reduction of preparation time and increased shared information, and do not interfere with
each other. Since these have no contradictions in the four strategies, their introduction would
only increase the model size of LARG supply chain design without adding any new theoretical
value. However, some conflicting points were found in the literature review of the subject.

Capacity surplus: the capacity surplus is effective for reducing the risk in both productive
and storehouse parts while they reduce being lean and green and increase the agile and resilient
features of the chain [13].

Scattered facility: the lean strategy tries to reduce the number and dispersion of facilities to
decrease the surplus cost. Conversely, the agile strategy requires more facilities so that there is
more flexibility, and they are closer to the customers. The green strategy wants lower facilities
so that the pollution emitted is minimal knowing that two facilities with specific capacity have
more pollution compared to a single facility with a total capacity of the two. Consequently, the
resilient strategy requires having many scattered facilities such that if an accident happens in a
particular location, many of the facilities do not get involved and the supply chain is preserved
[8].

Transportation vehicle: there is a limited number of different transportation vehicles acces-
sible for the overall supply chain. Vehicles with different pollution, cost and capacity which
effects reloading and the size of the packages. Lean strategy insists on using the cheapest
vehicle. Notwithstanding, the green strategy requires selecting the vehicle with the least pollu-
tion. The agile strategy requires using low capacity vehicles to increase the reloading rate and
faster response to the customer. Moreover, the resilience strategy agrees to benefit a variety of
transportation vehicles in order to reduce transportation disruption risks [11].
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In this research, a closed loop supply chain will be modeled according to these three critical
points. The effects of three challenging point of four management strategies summarized in
Table 1.

Challenging point
Strategy

Lean Agile Green Resilient

Capacity surplus ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓
ScatteredfFacility ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓
Transportation vehicle least cost least capacity various vehicle least pollution

Table 1: Challenging points effects on strategies

2.2. Model hypothesis

As depicted in Figure 1, the network consists of different markets, disassembly centers, re-
furbishing centers, part inventories, producers, distributers and suppliers. The network has
a multi-production flow of different parts with predetermined likelihood of presence. Market
points, retailers and collecting centers are the same. So, retail centers in all the market collect
the returned products as well. The produce’s needs will be supplied simultaneously by external
suppliers and part inventories. Demand has normal distribution function; however, the type of
distribution function is not effective in the proposed model, and it is used only in the process
of normalization. The suppliers’ capacities are unlimited. Transferring lines are unbounded.
There are several vehicles for transportation with different cost, capacity and pollution. De-
struction centers will be provided by the government. The notations are categorized by sets
and indices, parameters and decision variables and presented in Appendix A.

Figure 1: Structure of the proposed closed-loop supply

2.3. Multi-objective model

Now the multi-objective mathematical model of the hypothesis will be provided.
Objective functions
For modeling, three objective functions that were used more often in the literature for supply

chain have been considered: 1) overall profit that must be maximized, 2) emitted pollution that
must be minimized, and 3) customer satisfaction that must be maximized.

First the profit of selling product j in retail c must be calculated. To this end, the following
signs are introduced as (x ∧D) = min{x,D}, a+ = max{0, a}.

Profit of selling product j in retail c is stated as (1). Its first part shows the selling income
which is equal to the price of one unit of the product j sold in retail c multiplies by all the
sold products in retail c. the next part indicates the unsold products’ value and the third part
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conveys the shortage cost which is equal to amount of shortage multiple price of each shortage
unit.

sjc(xjc ∧Djc) + vsjc(xjc −Djc)
+ − usjc(Djc − xjc)

+
. (1)

This paper uses newspaper boy problem in order to calculate inventory control system in
retailers in single period. Accordingly, the supply chain manager estimates the sales amount in
next period and orders it at the right time before the beginning of the next period. The unsold
product and shortage amount create surplus value and shortage cost. This method considers
demand uncertainty. The above equation equals to equation (2) as explained in Appendix B.
Because E(Djc)usjc is constant, it is not effective in the value of decision variables and will be
eliminated.

∑
j,c

(sjc + usjc)xjc − E(Djc)usjc + (vsjc − sjc − usjc)

xjc∫
0

F (Djc)dDjc. (2)

This part formulizes the existing costs in this closed loop supply chain. Buying cost: this
equals to total costs for buying parts from external suppliers.∑

i,k,m,t

sprikgikmt. (3)

Placement cost: equation (4) shows total placement cost of each facility which is allocated.∑
m

fmmxmm +
∑
d

fddxdd +
∑
s

fssxss +
∑
r

frrxrr +
∑
p

fppxpp. (4)

Current cost of sending path: this cost is illustrated in equation (5). The first term indicates
the total sending costs of parts from part inventories to producers. The second term displays
the total sending cost of parts from suppliers to producers. Third term is total operational
costs in producers. Fourth term implies the total production sending costs from producers to
distributers. Fifth term is total operational costs in distributers. Sixth term is total cost of the
sending products from distributers to retailers, finally seventh term represents total operational
costs in retailers.

∑
i,p,m,t

tnpmtnipmt +
∑

i,k,m,t

tgkmtgikmt +
∑
j,m

ojmomjm +
∑

j,m,d,t

tfmdtfjmdt+∑
j,d

(odjd
∑
m,t

fjmdt) +
∑
j,d,c,t

tedctejdct +
∑
j,c

(ocjc
∑
d,t

ejdct).
(5)

Current cost of returning path: the equation (6) implies this cost. First term indicates
total cost of sending products from retailers to disassembly centers, second term conveys total
costs of operation in disassembly centers, third term displays the total costs of sending from
disassembly centers to refurbishing centers, fourth term implies total operational costs in re-
furbishing centers, fifth term represents total sending costs from refurbishing centers to part
inventories, finally the sixth term express total operational costs in storehouses.

∑
j,c,s,t

thcsthjcst +
∑
j,s

(osjs
∑
j

(qji
∑
c,t

hjcst)) +
∑
j,s,r,t

tlsrtlisrt+∑
i,r

(orir
∑
s,t

lisrt) +
∑
i,r,p,t

tvrptvirpt +
∑
i,p

(opip
∑
r,t

virpt).
(6)
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Opportunity cost: Construction of facilities brings costs and while the whole capacity of
the facility is not used, it is called a missed opportunity. The cost of this opportunity can be
considered as a percentage of unused capacity multiplies by the cost of facility opportunity.
The equation (7) represents that opportunity cost equals to the total opportunity cost of all
the potential points of the facilities.

∑
m

(1− amm)qmmxmm +
∑
d

(1− add)qddxdd +
∑
s

(1− ass)qssxss+∑
r

(1− arr)qrrxrr +
∑
p

(1− app)qppxpp.
(7)

Therefore, total profit of the activity of this supply chain will be:

max z1 =
∑
j,c

(sjc + usjc)xjc + (vsjc − sjc − usjc)

xjc∫
0

F (Djc)dDjc

−(
∑

i,k,m,t

sprikgikmt +
∑
m

fmmxmm +
∑
d

fddxdd +
∑
s

fssxss +
∑
r

frrxrr+

∑
p

fppxpp +
∑

i,p,m,t

tnpmtnipmt +
∑

i,k,m,t

tgkmtgikmt +
∑
j,m

ojmomjm +
∑

j,m,d,t

tfmdtfjmdt+∑
j,d

(odjd
∑
m,t

fjmdt) +
∑
j,d,c,t

tedctejdct +
∑
j,c

(ocjc
∑
d,t

ejdct) +
∑
j,c,s,t

thcsthjcst+∑
j,s

(osjs
∑
j

(qji
∑
c,t

hjcst)) +
∑
j,s,r,t

tlsrtlisrt +
∑
i,r

(orir
∑
s,t

lisrt)+∑
i,r,p,t

tvrptvirpt +
∑
i,p

(opip
∑
r,t

virpt) +
∑
m

(1− amm)qmmxmm +
∑
d

(1− add)qddxdd+

∑
s

(1− ass)qssxss +
∑
r

(1− arr)qrrxrr +
∑
p

(1− app)qppxpp).

(8)

Pollution: the calculation of the total amount of pollution (Carbon Dioxide) for transferring
between facilities has been conducted. In this calculation several vehicles with different levels
of contamination and effective distances on pollution have been considered. Then the pollution
amount of unused capacity will be considered as surplus capacity of the contaminant. Due
to the amount of pollution for placing each facility, total pollution equals to sum of pollution
amount if the facility is placed in the potential location. Total produced pollution is as follows:

min z2 =
∑

i,m,k,t

pgkmtgikmt +
∑

j,m,d,t

pfmdtfjmdt +
∑
j,d,c,t

pedctejdct +
∑
j,c,s,t

phcsthjcst+∑
i,r,s,t

plsrtlisrt +
∑
i,r,p,t

pvrptvirpt +
∑

i,p,m,t

pmpmtnipmt +
∑
m

(1− amm)emm+

∑
d

(1− add)edd +
∑
s

(1− ass)ess +
∑
r

(1− arr)err +
∑
p

(1− app)epp+

∑
m

pmmxmm +
∑
d

pddxdd +
∑
s

pssxss +
∑
r

prrxrr +
∑
p

pppxpp

(9)
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Customer’s satisfaction: This research refers to a customer not just as the final consumer
but each facility is considered as a customer of the previous facility in the supply chain. The
first term defines customer’s satisfaction while using maximum capacity of the facilities. It is
calculated by summing of multiplication of used facility percentage in the amount of satisfaction
of facility using. Moreover, the second term is the amount of satisfaction from dispersion and
number of facilities which is defined as the number of created facilities divided to total provided
facilities multiples by the amount of satisfaction from variety of facilities. And finally, the third
term is the quantity of satisfaction for fast delivery. The capacity of vehicles is in contradiction
to the pace of it, so the function is determined by division of total displacement between two
facilities on capacity of vehicle multiples by satisfaction level between two facilities.

max z3 =
∑
m

amm × smm +
∑
d

add × sdd +
∑
s

ass × sss +
∑
r

arr × srr +
∑
p

app × spp

+ dm

∑
m

xmm

M
+ dd

∑
d

xdd

D
+ ds

∑
s
xss

S
+ dr

∑
r
xrr

R
+ dp

∑
p
xpp

P

+
∑
m,d

sfmd(
∑
j,t

fjmdt

cfmdt
) +

∑
d,c

sedc(
∑
j,t

ejdct
cedct

) +
∑
c,s

shcs(
∑
j,t

hjcst

chcst
)

+
∑
s,r

slsr(
∑
i,t

lisrt
clsrt

) +
∑
r,p

svrp(
∑
i,t

virpt
cvrpt

) +
∑
p,m

snpm(
∑
i,t

nipmt

cnpmt
) +

∑
k,m

sgkm(
∑
i,t

gikmt

cgkmt
)

(10)

Constraints
Possibility limitation: equations (11)-(21) show that if facilities placed in suggested loca-

tions, there will be a likelihood of sending and receiving products and parts.∑
j,t,d

fjmdt ≤M × xmm ∀m (11)

∑
i,p,t

nipmt ≤M × xmm ∀m (12)

∑
i,k,t

gikmt ≤M × xmm ∀m (13)

∑
c,t,j

ejdct ≤M × xdd ∀d (14)

∑
j,t,m

fjmdt ≤M × xdd ∀d (15)

∑
i,r,t

lisrt ≤M × xss ∀s (16)

∑
j,c,t

hjcst ≤M × xss ∀s (17)

∑
i,p,t

virpt ≤M × xrr ∀r (18)

∑
i,s,t

lisrt ≤M × xrr ∀r (19)
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i,m,t

nipmt ≤M × xpp ∀p (20)

∑
i,r,t

viprt ≤M × xpp ∀p (21)

Limitations of network equilibrium: equation (22) indicates that the number of entered
parts to producer equals to the number of requested parts. Equation (23) enforces producers
to send all products to distributers. Equation (24) implies that the number of entered products
to distributers equal to the number of exited ones. Equation (25) conveys that the number of
sent products to retailer equals to the total sent products from all the distributers. Equation
(26) ensures that the number of sent products to disassembly centers equals to the returned
number. Equation (27) indicates that the number of parts provided in each disassembly center
equals to the number of returned products multiples by the number of existing parts in each
product. Equation (28) represents that the number of sent parts to refurbishing center equals
to healthy parts provided in disassembly center. Equation (29) ensures that the number of
entered parts into refurbishing center equals the exited parts from the same center. Equation
(30) shows that balance level in the inventory parts.∑

j

qijojm =
∑
k,t

gikmt +
∑
p,t

nipmt ∀m, i (22)

ojm =
∑
d,t

fjmdt ∀m, j (23)

∑
m,t

fjmdt =
∑
c,t

ejdct ∀d, j (24)

xjc =
∑
d,t

ejdct ∀c, j (25)

yj × xjc =
∑
s,t

hjcst ∀s, j (26)

bis =
∑
c,j,t

hjcstqij ∀s, i (27)

(1− wi)bis =
∑
r,t

lisrt ∀i, s (28)

∑
p,t

virpt =
∑
s,t

lisrt ∀i, r (29)

∑
m,t

nipmt =
∑
r,t

virpt ∀p, i (30)

Capacity limitations: equation (31) states that if producer m places in suggested location,
its total product must be less or equal to the capacity of this producer. Equation (32) shows
that if distributer d places in suggested location, total distributed product cannot be more than
its capacity. Equation (33) implies that if disassembly center s places in suggested location, all
the disassembly part is restricted to the capacity of this center. Equation (34) implies that if
refurbishing center r is placed in suggested location, total refurbishing operation is limited to
its capacity. Equation (35) ensures that if part inventory p is located in suggested location,
total part that can be stored in the place is bounded to its capacity.
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∑
j

ojm ≤ (cmm × xmm × amm) ∀m (31)

∑
c,t,j

ejdct ≤ (cdd × xdd × add) ∀d (32)

∑
i

bis ≤ (css × xss × ass) ∀s (33)

∑
i,s,t

eisrt ≤ (crr × xrr × arr) ∀r (34)

∑
r,t,i

virpt ≤ (cpp × xpp × app) ∀p (35)

Possibility of capacity limitation: equations (36)-(40) state that if facilities are located in a
certain potential location, the capacity of that facility can be used.

amm ≤ xmm ∀m (36)

add ≤ xdd ∀d (37)

ass ≤ xss ∀s (38)

arr ≤ xrr ∀r (39)

app ≤ xpp ∀p (40)

Decision variables: constraints (41) and (42) enforce the binary and non-negativity restric-
tions on the decision variables.

gikmt, fjmdt, ejdct, hjcst, lisrt, virpt, nipmt, ojm, bis, xjc, amm, add, ass, arr, app ≥ 0 (41)

xmm, xdd, xss, xrr, xpp, xkk ∈ {0, 1} (42)

2.4. Linearization method

The presented model is nonlinear due to the integral in the objective function. This study
uses piecewise linearization used in some researches including [3]. The range of linear function
must be divided into a number of intervals, and the curve must be replaced with straight lines
which are recognized with a constant and a gradient. For standard normal distribution which
is common among demand distribution of retailers, the estimation can be seen in the Figure
2. This estimation converts nonlinear function into linear one and helps us reach the optimal
answer of linearized function. The accuracy of this estimation method will be increased by
raising the quantity of divisions and intervals and each interval must have an index and a
zero–one variable.
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Figure 2: Linear estimation of integral of normal collective distribution function

Indexes

nj
c ∈ N j

c : sets of approximation intervals for each product in every retailer

Parameters

coeffnj
c

: interval gradient of nj
c

constnj
c

: constant of interval nj
c

lowernj
c

: lower limit of interval nj
c

uppernj
c

: upper limit of interval nj
c

Decision variables

bintnj
c

: is one if interval nj
c is chosen

aintnj
c

: sent product if interval nj
c is chosen

After introducing the above notations, the linear model is as follows:

max z1 =
∑
j,c

((sjc + usjc)
∑
nj
c

aintnj
c

+ (vsjc − sjc − usjc)
∑
nj
c

(coeffnj
c
× aintnj

c
+ constnj

c
× bintnj

c
))

− (
∑

i,k,m,t

sprikgikmt +
∑
m

fmmxmm +
∑
d

fddxdd +
∑
s

fssxss +
∑
r

frrxrr+

∑
p

fppxpp +
∑

i,p,m,t

tnpmtnipmt +
∑

i,k,m,t

tgkmtgikmt +
∑
j,m

ojmomjm +
∑

j,m,d,t

tfmdtfjmdt+∑
j,d

(odjd
∑
m,t

fjmdt) +
∑
j,d,c,t

tedctejdct +
∑
j,c

(ocjc
∑
d,t

ejdct) +
∑
j,c,s,t

thcsthjcst+∑
j,s

(osjs
∑
j

(qji
∑
c,t

hjcst)) +
∑
j,s,r,t

tlsrtlisrt +
∑
i,r

(orir
∑
s,t

lisrt)+∑
i,r,p,t

tvrptvirpt +
∑
i,p

(opip
∑
r,t

virpt) +
∑
m

(1− amm)qmmxmm +
∑
d

(1− add)qddxdd+

∑
s

(1− ass)qssxss +
∑
r

(1− arr)qrrxrr +
∑
p

(1− app)qppxpp)

min z2 = . . .

max z3 = . . .
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s.t.

(41) - (49)

∑
nj
c

bintnj
c

= 1 (43)

aintnj
c
≤ uppernj

c
× bintnj

c
∀nj

c (44)

aintnj
c
≥ lowernj

c
× bintnj

c
∀nj

c (45)

bintnj
c
∈ {0, 1} (46)

aintnj
c
≥ 0 (47)∑

nj
c

aintnj
c

=
∑
d,t

ejdct ∀c, j (48)

∑
nj
c

yj × aintnj
c

=
∑
s,t

hjcst ∀c, j (49)

Equation (43) states that only one of the intervals must be chosen for each product for every
retailer. Equations (44)-(45) represent that the quantity of delivery products must be between
the lower and upper limits of the interval. Equation (46) states binary variables. Equation (47)
implies the positivity of the flow amount through the network. Equation (48) indicates that the
summation of products in interval equals to total deploying quantities to retailers and equation
(49) ensures whole quantity of parts in the intervals are equal to total sent flow to disassembly
centers.

In the first objective function and the limitations (31)-(35) there is a nonlinear statement
which consists of multiplying a continuous variable and a zero-one variable. Therefore, in
order to linearize it, some new binary and continuous variables with additional constraints are
introduced as reported in Table 2. Using Glover and Woolsey [7] method which is as follows,
limitations can be linearized.

z = x1 × x2 x1 = 0 or 1 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 1

≡
z ≤ x2 z ≤M × x1 z ≥ x2 −M × (1− x1) z ≥ 0

(50)

And in objective function, the nonlinear equation will be linearized as follows.

max z1 = (...)− (... +
∑
m

(xmm − axmm)qmm +
∑
d

(xdd − axdd)qdd

+
∑
s

(xss − axss)qss +
∑
r

(xrr − axrr)qrr +
∑
p

(xpp − axpp)qpp)
(51)

2.5. Multi-objective solution method

For solving the considered multi-objective model, Huang and Yun [9] approach will be used in
which the aim is finding a solution near to the ideal amount being resulted by minimizing the
following function. In this equation y is the number of objective function and p is a number
mostly between 1 and 2. The weights are calculated via FAHP method. Refer to [10] in order
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Constraint Description Nonlinear term and corresponding linear constraint

(31)
New variable axm = am× xm

constraints
axmm ≤ amm ∀m
axmm ≤M × xmm ∀m
axmm ≥ amm −M × (1− xmm) ∀m

(32)
New variable axd = ad× xd

constraints
axdd ≤ add ∀d
axdd ≤M × xdd ∀d
axdd ≥ add −M × (1− xdd) ∀d

(33)
New variable axs = as× xs

constraints
axss ≤ ass ∀s
axss ≤M × xss ∀s
axss ≥ ass −M × (1− xss) ∀s

(34)
New variable axr = ar × xr

constraints
axrr ≤ arr ∀r
axrr ≤M × xrr ∀r
axrr ≥ arr −M × (1− xrr) ∀r

(35)
New variable axp = ap× xp

constraints
axpp ≤ app ∀p
axpp ≤M × xpp ∀p
axpp ≥ app −M × (1− xpp) ∀p

Table 2: Categories of variables change and linearization

to study more on this subject. Z+ and Z- are the best and the worst amount of each objective
functions in single-objective solution.

lp =

[
Y∑

y=1

wp
y

(
zy − z−y

z+y − z−y

)p
]1/p

(52)

According to these explanations, linear single-objective model combined with constant of the
problem is calculated as follows:

max z =

[
wp

1

(
z1 − z−1
z+1 − z−1

)p

+ wp
2

(
z2 − z−2
z+2 − z−2

)p

+ wp
3

(
z3 − z−3
z+3 − z−3

)p
]1/p

(53)

After linearization and providing a method of solving multi-objective the problem can solved
via optimization software.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. A real-life case study

In this section, some information is informed about the company where we research case study
on. Iran School Equipment Company was established in 1977 with the aim of designing and
producing various types of classroom equipment and furniture. Enjoying 50000 square meter
work and production space in a 60000 square meter plot of land in addition to a modern R&D
department and highly experienced experts, this company is capable enough to develop its
products according to the latest worldwide standards and modern technologies. The market for
classroom equipment in Iran is about 1000 billion rials per year, and the company has a large
part of this market. The company produces a variety of products that in this study we have
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focused on the following three products: Desk and bench, Student chair and Teacher’s desk
that each of them is composed of different parts. These products are intended for sale in three
target markets that each of them has a retailer who also has the responsibility of collecting
returned products. The related information is as follow.

Specifications of all markets including selling price of products, salvage value of unsold
products, shortage cost of lack of products, and demands are shown in the Table 3. Return rate
for all the products is 10% and the percentage of non-usable for all the parts is considered as
15%. There are four types of vehicles for transportation among facilities: Truck; with petrol
or hybrid motor and Trailer; with petrol or hybrid motor. Table 4 shows the capacity, cost and
pollution of each four types of vehicles between all facilities. In this research only the CO2
emitted in the proposed supply chain network has been considered (CO2 Kg/Km). It should
be noted that applications of this kind of supply chain network models to the real cases are
really hard. As it can be seen, some parameters are random numbers that choose from uniform
distribution.

(Sjc) (svjc) (scjc) (Dcj)

J1.c1 200 148 50 1040
J2.c1 175 110 60 2300
J3.c1 150 100 50 1960
J1.c2 112 91 70 7970
J2.c2 530 60 50 1600
J3.c2 150 100 50 1500
J1.c3 175 90 60 2200
J2.c3 150 100 60 8060
J3.c3 200 158 60 2350

Table 3: Product related parameters in markets

t1 t2 t3 t4

cost u(13,17) u(9,10) u(6,7) u(4,5)
capacity u(8,9) u(10,12) u(19,21) u(23,25)
pollution u(6,8) u(9,11) u(29,35) u(42,50)

Table 4: Parameters of transportation vehicle

Satisfaction from fast transportation of parts and products between facilities is considered
as a random number between 50 and 90 from uniform distribution. In this research, we consider
the time as indicator of customers satisfaction. Decision making group state the importance
of each objective function as w1=0.5, w2=0.2, w3=0.3 and p=1. In order to linearize the first
objective function, five intervals have been considered. The GAMS software has been used for
this problem solving.

The result of solving model is as follows: profit is 1102489 and total pollution is 570742
and customer satisfaction is 25219. The first producer manufactures the second and third
products while second one produces only first product and third producer have all the products
in production plan. First refurbishing center refurbishes the first and the second parts while
the second refurbishing center refurbishes only the second and the third and fourth parts and
third refurbishing center recycling only the first part.
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3.2. The benefit of the proposed model

This section aims to investigate how the LARG mathematical modeling can assist in improving
the objective functions. To this end, this paper compares the objective functions of the following
two approaches for the supply chain network design.
LARG mathematical modeling : This approach makes the SCND decisions using the LARG
mathematical modeling presented in the previous section.
Sequential approach: This approach, first solves the model without considering one of the four
strategies and then by replacement of decision variables (transportation amounts, construct
locations and used capacity percentages) in objective functions, calculate the objective functions
values.

Figure 3: Comparison bitween LARG approach and sequential approach

For example, by carelessly lean strategy in 3 changeling points, the mathematical model
earns the value of all decision variables. And then with replacing this decision variables in
profit objective function, the value of it is calculated. This approach repeated for agile and
green strategies in turn. The amount of three objective functions in the sequential approach is
showed in Figure 3.

Differences between the sequential approach and LARG approach also are provided in Table
5. The last row of Table 5 presents the change percentages weighted by the weights of objective
functions. It is obvious from the last row that by eliminating each strategy, the weighted
objective function decline.

This numerical example proofs the efficiency of LARG mathematical modeling in SCND.
Also, the preference of LARG strategy again the separately four strategy has been established.

Elimination resilient strategy haven’t specific effect on weighted objective function because
of action of resilient strategy is in the implementation stage of the supply chain but we must
consider resilient strategy in design stage to avoid of difficulties in implementation stage.

Objective Function LARG Approach
Eliminated Strategy
Lean Agile Green Resilient

Total profit (w1=0.5) 1120489 531172 1389941 1213171 1137749
Total pollution (w2=0) 570742 313548 450190 991542 57729
Customer satisfaction (w3=0) 25219 37112 15991 24891 24970
Weighted change percentage -3.1% -2.6% -3.1% 00.2%

Table 5: Comparing the performance of the sequential and LARG approaches
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4. Conclusion and future direction

The conscience of industrial engineering and particularly, the conscience of the supply chain
management is unification and that is the motivation of the LARG supply chain management.
Necessarily, all the organizations would move towards LARG supply chain management which
has more advantages in theoretical objective functions compared to each individual strategy
and being more successful in the current multi-aspect nature of the supply chains. On the
other hand, design of the supply chain network effects the long-term performance of the supply
chain and disregarding the main strategies of the supply chain management during the design
period, leads to incompatibility during the operation phase of the supply chain. Having a large
diversion between these two fields is one of the theoretical shortcomings of the supply chain
management.

As mentioned in this paper in detail, four strategies; lean, agile, resilient and green have
been considered separately or sometimes researchers jointed both of these in their works. There
are several conflicts here, such as capacity surplus, scattered facility and transportation vehicle.
Here a mathematical model has been developed which combined all these conflicts in a model
with three objective functions as: profit, pollution and customer satisfaction. By linearization
of nonlinear equations and using compromise programming method, this problem has been
solved.

We illustrated the model output for a real-life case study from the classroom equipment
industry that showed significant improvements in the objective function due to considering all
four strategies simultaneously. This paper demonstrates LARG capabilities in CSND. Proves
that the LARG ability in CSND is very high and it is very useful in theory and practice. In
practice, it helps the executive manager to consider all management methods simultaneously
that causes the manager does not worry about losing any resources. In theory, it indicates that
the optimal solution obtained through LARG is better than the optimal solution obtained from
solving the model without considering any of the strategies.

For future studies, more conflict issues would be considered as challenging point of the inte-
grated model for LARG strategies. Entrance of inventory control and routing into model would
be another investigation topic. Considering facilities disruption can also provide additional
insights and practical implications.
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Appendix A

The notations are categorized by sets and indices, parameters and decision variables.
Sets and indices

i ∈ I : sets of parts in all the products

j ∈ J : sets of products

k ∈ K : sets of potential suppliers

m ∈M : sets of potential producers

d ∈ D : sets of potential distributors

c ∈ C : sets of retailers (market)

s ∈ S : sets of potential disassembly centers
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r ∈ R : sets of potential refurbishing centers

p ∈ P : sets of potential part inventories

t ∈ T : series of existing transportation vehicles

Parameters

tfmdt : sending cost of a product from producer m to distributor d with transportation vehicle t

tedct : sending cost of a product from distributor d to retailer c with transportation vehicle t

thcst : sending cost of a product from retailer c to disassembly center s with transportation
vehicle t

tlsrt : sending cost of a part from disassembly center s to refurbishing center r with
transportation vehicle t

tvrpt : sending cost of a part from refurbishing center r to part inventory p with transportation
vehicle t

tnpmt : sending cost of a part from part inventory p to producer m with transportation vehicle t

tgkmt : sending cost of a part from supplier k to producer m with transportation vehicle t

pgkmt : caused pollution by sending a part from supplier k to producer m with transportation
vehicle t

pfmdt : caused pollution by sending a product from producer m to distributor d with
transportation vehicle t

pedct : caused pollution by sending a product from distributor d to retailer c with
transportation vehicle t

phcst : caused pollution by sending a product from retailer c to disassembly center s with
transportation vehicle t

plsrt : caused pollution by sending a part from disassembly center s to refurbishing center r
with transportation vehicle t

pvrpt : caused pollution by sending a part from refurbishing center r to part inventory p with
transportation vehicle t

pnpmt : caused pollution by sending a part from part inventory p to producer m with
transportation vehicle t

cfmdt : capacity of transportation vehicle t for sending product from producer m to distributor d

cgkmt : capacity of transportation vehicle t for sending part from supplier k to producer m

cedct : capacity of transportation vehicle t for sending product from distributor d to retailer c

chcst : capacity of transportation vehicle t for sending product from retailer c to disassembly
center s

clsrt : capacity of transportation vehicle t for sending part from disassembly center s to
refurbishing center r
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cvrpt : capacity of transportation vehicle t for sending part from refurbishing center r to part
inventory p

cnpmt : capacity of transportation vehicle t for sending part from part inventory p to producer m

sfmd : satisfaction of fast delivery of products from producer m to distributor d

sedc : satisfaction of fast delivery of products from distributor d to retailer c

shcs : satisfaction of fast delivery of products from retailer c to disassembly center s

slsr : satisfaction of fast delivery of parts from disassembly center s to refurbishing center r

svrp : satisfaction of fast delivery of parts from refurbishing center r to part inventory p

snpm : satisfaction of fast delivery of parts from part inventory p to producer m

sgkm : satisfaction of fast delivery of parts from supplier k to producer m

fmm : cost of locating a producer in suggested location m

fdd : cost of locating a distributor in suggested location d

fss : cost of locating a disassembly center in suggested location s

frr : cost of locating a refurbishing center in suggested location r

fpp : cost of locating a part inventory in suggested location p

omjm : operational cost for a product j in producer m

odjd : operational cost for a product j in distributor d

ocjc : operational cost for a product j in retailer c

osis : operational cost for a part i in disassembly center s

orir : operational cost for a part i in refurbishing center r

opip : operational cost for a part i in part inventory p

qmm : cost of producer m’s opportunity cost

qdd : cost of distributor d’s opportunity cost

qss : cost of disassembly center d’s opportunity cost

qrr : cost of refurbishing center r’s opportunity cost

qpp : cost of part inventory p’s opportunity cost

emm : pollution amount of capacity surplus in producer m

edd : pollution amount of capacity surplus in distributor d

ess : pollution amount of capacity surplus in disassembly center s

err : pollution amount of capacity surplus in refurbishing center r

epp : pollution amount of capacity surplus in part inventory p

pmm : pollution amount of producer m
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pdd : pollution amount of distributor d

pss : pollution amount of disassembly center s

prr : pollution amount of refurbishing center r

ppp : pollution amount of part inventory p

dm : satisfaction of dispersion and variety of producer’s facilities

dd : satisfaction of dispersion and variety of distributor’s facilities

ds : satisfaction of dispersion and variety of disassembly center’s facilities

dr : satisfaction of dispersion and variety of refurbishing center’s facilities

dp : satisfaction of dispersion and variety of part inventory’s facilities

smm : satisfaction from effects of capacity surplus of producer m

sdd : satisfaction from effects of capacity surplus of distributor d

sss : satisfaction from effects of capacity surplus of disassembly center s

srr : satisfaction from effects of capacity surplus of refurbishing center r

spp : satisfaction from effects of capacity surplus of part inventory p

cpp : maximum capacity of part inventory p

cdd : maximum capacity of distributor d

crr : maximum capacity of refurbishing center r

cmm : maximum capacity of producer m

css : maximum capacity of disassembly center s

sprik : buying price of part i from supplier k

qij : number of part i in product j

yj : return percentage of product j

wi : uselessness of part i

sjc : price of product j in retail c

vsjc : salvage value of unsold product j in retail c

usjc : shortage cost of lack of product j in retail c

Djc : demand for product j in retail c

E(Djc) : expected demand j in retail c

F (Djc) : cumulative distribution function of variable Djc

M : big positive number
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Decision variables

gikmt : the amount of part i which will be sent by transportation vehicles t from supplier k to
producer m

fjmdt : the amount of product j which will be sent by transportation vehicles t from producer m
to distributor d

ejdct : the amount of product j which will be sent by transportation vehicles t from distributor
d to retailer c

hjcst : the amount of product j which will be sent by transportation vehicles t from retailer c to
disassembly center s

lisrt : the amount of part i which will be sent by transportation vehicles t from disassembly
center s to refurbishing center r

virpt : the amount of part i which will be sent by transportation vehicles t from refurbishing
center r to part inventory p

nipmt : the amount of part i which will be sent by transportation vehicles t from part inventory
p to producer m

xmm : equals 1 if a producer located in suggested place m and equals to 0 otherwise

xdd : equals 1 if a distributor located in suggested place d and equals to 0 otherwise

xss : equals 1 if a disassembly center located in suggested place s and equals to 0 otherwise

xrr : equals 1 if a refurbishing center located in suggested place r and equals to 0 otherwise

xpp : equals 1 if a part inventory located in suggested place p and equals to 0 otherwise

amm : capacity percentage of producer m which is used. Between 0 and 1

add : capacity percentage of distributor d which is used. Between 0 and 1

ass : capacity percentage of disassembly center s which is used. Between 0 and 1

arr : capacity percentage of refurbishing center r which is used. Between 0 and 1

app : capacity percentage of part inventory p which is used. Between 0 and 1

ojm : amount of product j produced in producer m

bis : amount of part i disassembled in disassembly center s

xjc : amount of product j sent to retailer c

Parameters and variables of the network showed schematically in Figure 1.
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Appendix B

Simplification of profit formula of products in retailers As mentioned in formula (1), profit of
product j in retailer c is as follows:

sjc(xjc ∧Djc) + svjc(xjc −Djc)
+ − scjc(Djc − xjc)

+

Which can be simplified using the following equations:

=sjc(xjc ∧Djc) + svjc(xjc −Djc)
+ − scjc(Djc − xjc)

+

=sjc(xjc − (xjc −Djc)
+) + svjc(xjc −Djc)

+ − scjc(Djc − xjc)
+

=sjcxjc + (xjc −Djc)
+(−sjc + svjc) + (Djc − xjc)

+(−scjc)
=sjcxjc + (xjc −Djc)

+(−sjc + svjc) + ((xjc −Djc)
+ − (xjc − E(Djc)))(−scjc)

=(sjc + scjc)xjc + (xjc −Djc)
+(svjc − sjc − scjc)− E(Djc)scjc

=(sjc + scjc)xjc + (svjc − sjc − scjc)

xjc∫
0

F (Djc)dDjc − E(Djc)usjc
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